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"Dreams of Desire and
Demise"
is a photographic series about the
entrapments of femininity within our culture. I have based these images
on my own experiences, my observations of our society's obsession with
defining the feminine ideal, my concerns about the mass media's
exploitation of femininity as a commodity, and my research on feminist
theory. I have portrayed these issues in the form of narrative still life
and they represent the culmination of many years work on these ideas.
In our culture, according to such feminist writers as Susan
Brownmiller, the term feminine means more than the designation of a
gender. Encoded in its meaning are certain ideals of the body, hair, face,
voice/speech/language, movement, pose and behavior. Femininity, in this
view, does not come from within but is a construction determined by our
culture, which is patriarchal. In Western society, men have the power to
define the behaviors defined as the
"feminine"
ideal through their
domination of our institutions, such as government, religion and
education, and the media. Thus femininity works to support and enhance
male hegemony while perpetuating female subordination. According to
Rosemary Batterton, "The term femininity implies a social process in
which the female sex is attributed with specific qualities and
characteristics. From the moment when, at birth, we are colour coded
into pink or blue we enter into a social world in which sexual difference
is continually marked by cultural
signs."
(Batterton, 7)
The construction of femininity rests on an ideal of female beauty
that defies the
"natural"
fact of most female bodies. Women's
"natural"
bodies are repudiated and reviled when pursuing feminine ideals. Each
part of the natural body has to be checked and compared to the ideal and if
one part does not match the ideal, there is always a product or
"cure"
to
fix it. Contemporary mass media (magazines, movies, advertisements,
television) readily supplies women with role models of femininity and
with products and methods for achieving that goal. Women's magazines
show the latest diet program. A girdle smoothes the unsightly bulge in the
abdominal area. Bra padding helps add volume to small breasts. Make-up
hides flaws on a blemished face. Mascara makes lashes long and thick. Hair
coloring conceals gray hair or brightens a dull, uninteresting brunette.
Above all, women reject their
"natural"
bodies for their perceived failures
to conform to the feminine ideal.
Most of this serious kind of
"feminizing"
begins with the young girl.
Based on my own childhood experience I am assuming that the average
American thirteen-year-old girl has already watched about 13,000 hours
of television, an average of 15 hours a week, has visited toy stores 700
times and has seen 50 different models of Barbie dolls. She has been to
the grocery store on an average of twice a week, exposed to the magazine
covers of Cosmopolitan. Vogue. T. V. Guide, and People at the checkout
counter. During my childhood, all of these surrounding visual influences
had a more powerful effect on the development of my femininity than my
family's influences.
Further lessons in femininity come from teen and fashion magazines.
Targeted at impressionable female adolescents, they contain advertise
ments and articles on diet and weight loss gimmicks, exercise programs
and skin care cosmetics. Girls like me viewed the photographs of skinny
models as inspirations, cutting them out and pasting them on bedroom
mirrors and next to the bathroom scales. Bodies are evaluated in the
context of culturally prescribed ideals. The editors of a recent issue of
'Teen magazine devoted the entire issue to the topic of "feminine
identity."
The articles worked to reinforce contemporary norms of beauty.
One article, "Want Him To Notice You? Date Great
Looks,"
emphasized the
necessity to be careful in applying the right amount of makeup and
perfume to get a date with the boy of your dreams ('Teen. 58). The
illustration for the article showed photographs of a teenage girl in a
seductive pose, wearing a low-cut midriff top. The advertisements,
mostly for cosmetics, urge enhancment or improvment of the body. The
first page of the magazine was an advertisement for lipstick. A weight-
loss ad began "Get the look that boys really notice! You can have a cute
body
- or your money
back!"
(Teen. 96).
This obsessive way of thinking about one's own body continues for a
lifetime. Carol Gilligan, a developmental psychologist, shared her
observations regarding body image and normal female adolescent
development:
Clearly both sexes experience some degree of anxiety, body
preoccupation, and dissatisfaction during the dramatic
physiological changes that accompany adolescence. Yet, the
sociocultural influences concerning body image differ
dramatically in their impact on teenage boys and girls. The
processes of identity formation on body ownership seem to
occur simultaneously for ego development. ..the recent
literature on normal female adolescent development suggests
that girls are socialized to be unable to accept their bodies.
On the one hand, adolescence presents girls with the challenge
of coming to terms with their biological bodies: at the same
time, society judges girls according to their looks, and the
culture encourages girls to struggle to change their bodies to
fit a narrowly defined beauty ideal. (Gilligan, 167)
As girls learn to judge their own bodies by the rules set by the
advertisers and fashion and beauty experts, they begin to feel their own
culturally determined
"inadequacies". When they try to correct
themselves, their judgment becomes harsher. They are never able to reach
the ideal beauty goal and this sets them up for failure and self-loathing.
Get the look that
boys really notice!Mt look! Jf
You can have a cute
body!
Now you, too can have the cute, foxy
body you've always wanted the kind of
body that really gels you noticed. And it can
happen faster than you think!
You can have a narrower waist, thinner
hips, legs and thighs, and a firmer behind.
That's right no matter what you look like
right now, just a few short weeks from today
you could have a body that's thinner, firmer
and cuter than you ever thought possible!
JUST FOLLOW THE EASY INSTRUC
TIONS IN THE SWEDISH 19 GUIDE!
No matter how many times you've tried
and failed before, this time you really can do it.
Finally, here's something that really works!
How Swedish 19
works
Swedish 19 will quickly show you how
to lose weight while eating the foods you like
including those snacks you love so much.
It's not a diet so there's no list of things you
have to eat. No list of things you can't eat,
either. But when you use Swedish 19, you'll
end up eating less (but still enough to keep you
healthy.) Pretty soon, all those extra pounds
will be gone for good.
Swedish 19 will help you control your
appetite before meals and avoid over-eating
~
even when you're dying to have a snack! And
before you know it, you'll have a whole new
set of eating habits, be thin, and stay thin
--
with nothing more to buy. This is not like
those diet pills you have to keep buying over
and over again!
And -- if you're too skinny and just
dying to get some curves -- you can make
your body cuter and foxier -- adding shape and
curves in all the right places!
Made for a teenage
girl's body
Swedish 19 was designed especially for
a teenage girl's body. It's the safest, most
natural way to lose weight we could find for
you. It's a safe, healthy way to lose weight.
And it works. Show it to your doctor we're
sure he'll agree!
Here's more good news. You never
have to do any long boring exercises
-- and
you won't need to! When you use Swedish 19
you'll just feel like being more active all the
time. You'll bum up calories while you're
having fun!
It works!
Just days after you gel Swedish 19, you
can be eating less, feeling more active, and
really happy aboul the changes starting to take
place.
Before you know it, you'll be going to
the mall to get that cute bikini you always
wished you could wear. And when you look
in the mirror, you won't believe how good you
Can you see it? Try to imagine how
gorgeous you'll look. How your body can be
really slim, trim and firm. Really picture it in
your mind. It can happen to you!
You can do it!
The best part is -- you'll be sooo...
proud of yourself when you find out you really
can have a cute body. It's not your fault you
haven't lostweight it's those worthless diets
that don't work! Now you really can make
your dreams come true. Definitely!
Your high school years are supposed to
be the happiest time of your life. Make sure
you don't miss out on all those special
moments the beach, parties, school dances,
the prom.
Sure -- once you look so good, all those
guys that never noticed you before might start
asking you out. But don't just do this for the
guys. Do it for yourself. You deserve it!
Get a totally cute
body or your
money back!
Swedish 19 has worked for thousands of
girls. And we're so sure it'll work for you,
too, that we want you to try it for a whole
month at no risk.
Go ahead really use it as much as you
want. Let it help you slim down, shape up and
beautify your body.
Then if you feel you haven't changed
enough if you don't have the awesome body
you've always wanted just send everything
back to us and we'll give you your money
back. We don't want your money unless you
get the body you want!
Do it now!
Here's all you've got to do. Fill out the
coupon and send it in with $12 right away.
We'll send you Swedish 19 fast. (The
package won't say who it's from or what's
inside.)
So don't wait. If you put it off you
might forget, and miss out on the cute body
you want, and all the good times you deserve.
Do it now. You'll be so glad you did.
P.S.: Wanna get a cule body even faster?
We've put together some really easy, fun
exercises you can do in just 15 minutes a day.
Use them with Swedish 19 and you'll get
terrific results super-fast! They're yours for
just $3 extra when you get Swedish 19. Good
deal!
Plus we'll even throw in a . . .
FREE Gift!
You'll also get a chart to keep track of
your weight loss absolutely FREE, just for
ordering Swedish 19.
Hurry up and be the first one at your
school to get that cute body! Make this the
best year of your life! 1993 Swedish 19
Coupon gone? Send $12 with your name and address to:







Coool! I want a totally cute body. Send me
Swedish 19 fast! Money back guarantee. Here's
? $12 for just Swedish 19





BODY GOALS SURVEY FORM
(Answer only if you want to)
? I'm overweight and want a thinner body... or
? I'm too skinny and wantmore shape & curves
I want to change: (Check as many as you want)
? Arms n Waist ? Thighs
? Stomach O Butt ? Legs
? Chest a Hips ? Other
This is the trap that girls feel between their physiological and
psychological selves.
Teenage girls are encouraged to look sophisticated and sexually
mature. Additionally, they are warned of the signs of aging and are
encouraged to prepare their skin with creams and lotions to prematurely
combat and fear the signs of aging. Adolescents are doubly trapped in this
pursuit of femininity. Beyond their failure to meet the standards of ideal
beauty and their fears of the natural process of aging, teenage girls are
given contradictary models for behavior. They are encouraged by media to
have the perfect body and wear seductive clothing to appeal to men, while
chastity and virginity are preached under the banner of "family
values."
Cultural pressures continue throughout women's lives. In adulthood,
the ideology of femininity continues to privilege beauty over
accomplishment. Daily reminders of unobtainable feminine youthfulness
and beauty poke up their
"ugly"
heads from every newsstand. One can find
fourteen-year-old models on fashion magazine covers targeted to women
twenty-five years and up (Vogue. April, 1994). A sense of failure to live
up to the ideal youthfulness is inevitable for a woman because "society
offers [her] few objective reasons to feel successful as she grows older.
More insidious, perhaps, society offers her few ways to look successful as
she enters her middle years. Regardless of her accomplishments, which
may be substantial, given the conventions of feminine appearance there is
little chance for her to escape the look of defeat that is read into the face
of a woman who is 'over the
hill.'"
(Brownmiller,166) Cosmetics anti-
aging creams and plastic surgery subdue the sense of failure, but only
temporarily.
No industry represents society's double standard for women as
blatantly as the motion picture industry. After an actress hits forty years
of age her career abruptly takes a downfall or ends. Movies have limited
criteria for female leading roles. The roles fit within the narrow
definitions of femininity. Like women in every other form of mass media
movie actresses must be young and beautiful with no visible signs of
aging and have a thin, yet seductive body. In contrast, male roles can be
played by actors of any age, shape or weight. In fact, actors are considered
to be at the peak of their careers when they are in their 40's and 50's;
their acting is regarded as more polished and sophisticated than in their
younger years. Plastic surgery for men is avoided because wrinkles, scars
and pock marks are favored as strong and unique character traits
enhancing the individuality of the actor. For the male this
"weathered"
look is preferred to show character, strength and uniqueness. A female
with these same characteristics is relegated to the role of prostitute,
drug-addict, or old maid. Margot Kidder, who played a star role as Lois
Lane in the feature film
"Superman"
fifteen years ago, has had a difficult
time finding acting jobs for these reasons. However, she received a small
part as an old evangelist with a few lines in the recent western feature
"Maverick."
Richard Donner, director of both films, hired her not for her
skills (feminine traits) as an actress, but because she was an old friend.
("Prime
Time"
with Diane Sawyer, April 1994).
Every James Bond movie also exemplifies the disparity of roles. The
lead actor is allowed to age and change with each new installment, but the
lead actress is always replaced by a younger woman who embodies
youthful feminine ideals. James Bond always rescues and wins the girl
despite his wrinkles and age. All he really gets is the image and
appearance of a girl. Her lines are limited to two or three sentences, if
any, in each scene. Hers is a one-dimensional character, a silent cutout
flanking the masculine super hero.
Whereas, Mary Pickford, during the early years of Hollywood, was
vastly admired. Her roles embodied all the
"feminine"
ideals. Her long hair
and curls symbolized to everyone her youthful and feminine innocence.
This look was probably more significant than Pickford's acting talents.
When she was 35 she wanted to cut her hair. The threat of cutting and
throwing away her trademark curls upset her fans so much that she had to
write an article promising she would not do it. But in the following year
she did, and the loss of her popularity was so great that she retired from
acting the following year. (Brownmiller, 69)
Film and television actresses and high fashion models have been the
celebrated icons of femininity throughout the twentieth century. Women
who have reached fame because of something they have done for humanity,
or for even athletic prowess, have received far less publicity than their
male counterparts and the celebrated pop icons of femininity. Although
some advertisers today are making a point to use more female athletes
and women famous for their intellectual pursuits, the majority of
advertisers cannot risk changing their marketing tactics for fear of losing
their public.
The mass media is an extremely powerful tool, continually feeding
our minds with visual ideals of femininity and manipulating the
perceptions of a woman's own feminine identity. Cultural definitions of
femininity have led women to conflicting and destructive behavior. Women
have been geared to spending much of their energy on contradictory
feminine traits: being dependent yet caregiving or nurturing, ladylike or
wild, seductive or innocent. The extremes of femininity, fueled by the
desire to gain men's approval, can "harm women in the form of a
self-
imposed masochism (restraint, inhibition, self-denial, a wasteful use of
thought and time) that is deliberately mistaken for 'true
nature.'"
(Brownmiller,236)
Many women artists have used the subject of femininity in their
work. Their work illuminates the stereotypical representations of women
throughout the history of art and the narrowly defined portrayal of
femininity in culture and society. While there are many artists that have
used the subject of femininity, I will touch upon those that are most
comparable to and influential on my own work.
Artist Silvia Kolbowski deals with the media's representation of the
feminine ideal in a very direct way by using specific symbols of
appropriated imagery from fashion magazines and advertisements. In her
series entitled "The Model Pleasure
Series,"
she deals with the issue of
male created femininity and its limited, superficial ideal. This work
consists of found images, framed and placed in a grid-like fashion. She
juxtaposes appropriated images of models next to images of food or
diagrams into a combination that places each in a new context, reinforcing
the double meaning associated with media imagery. For example, a picture
of an apple pie is next to a cropped close-up of a model with thick
eyebrows and heavy lipstick.
Kolbowski conveys issues about the mass media's selling the
feminine ideal as a consumable product. She incorporates text to further
make her point "...there was something she carved/craved; something
which cost/cast its spell upon
me."
The images she puts together "not
only sell products but also massively
establish
-- for both men and women
- our sense of the ideally
feminine..."
(Chadwick, 360)
Audrey Flack's photo realistic paintings are a stylistic combination
of the traditional still life and vanitas theme with present day icons of
m
Leonardo's Lady. 1975
Oil over acrylic on wet
sanded canvas, 74 X
80"
Collection, The Museum
of Modern Art, New York
(Purchased with funds
from the National Endowment
for the Arts and
an anonymous donor)
80
Wheel ofFortune (Vanitas). 197
Oil over acrylic on canvas, 96
Collection Louis K. Meisel Gal
New
Marilyn: Golden Girl. 1978






she painted a still life of a vanity table
including lip gloss, nail polish, a rose, and a portrait of a woman by
Leonardo, representing to me the historical ideals of femininity and its
evolution into the twentieth century. This piece, as well as her other





strongly to the inspiring popular symbols like red lipstick and Marilyn
Monroe, whose image has become synonymous with the feminine ideal.
Where Kolbowski and Flack use cultural symbols of femininity other
female artists have used their self-image as material to deal with the
idea of the pose and culturally encoded femininity. Marisol's wooden
sculptures illustrate, in a very direct and simple way, different and
contradictory female roles. Her wooden sculptures of women counter the
classically beautiful or traditionally correct renditions. In Self-Portrait,
1961-62, she positioned seven carved heads horizontally on top of a large
block of wood. Most of their bodies are missing limbs, although a few
crudely carved legs are attached to the block. Some of the feet are very
detailed plaster molds, one even wears a lady's shoe. Each head is styled
differently with a variety of expressions on the faces and styles of hair or
headpieces. For example, one head has a plain white mold of her face with
the eyes covered by a man's hat. Another has a face painted to resemble
makeup and a cosmetic skincare mask framed by big curly hair. One head
is carved in the style of African art. Her sculptures are a stylistic
combination of folk art and kitsch. The bodies look as though they are
frozen in ice cubes and restricted as if entrapped.
[They are] women encased and imprisoned in wooden blocks and
stultifying social roles. ..often she incorporated parts
of herself
in her work and her obsessive use of self-images, when
combined with stereotypical presentations of women living out
circumscribed roles, [her scupture] built a chilling picture of
American middle class life in the 1960's. (Chadwick, 311)
Her work shows us a view of female identity arising from her own
perspective and experience, often interjected with a humor. "Her
obsessive use of
self-images"
(Chadwick, 311) is a reminder of habitually
checking and surveying one's own feminine image, making sure everything
is in its place.
Like Marisol, Cindy Sherman uses her own image to portray feminine
roles in our culture. In her photographic series "Film Stills", she uses
conventional images of women from advertising and film of the 1950's and
60's as the basis of her notion of femininity as a masquerade. She then
acts out each role. The ideas came from her experiences as a child playing
dress-up and watching television, and were inspired by a collection of
women's clothing from second hand stores. Although her photographs are
always self-portraits she appears not to reveal her personal identity. She
documents the passive act of the pose. Henry Sayre discusses this idea of
the feminine pose:
"The inherent femininity of the pose is a function of
photography itself; that the posed photograph is always Other,
even if it is ourselves. . . The portrait photograph marginalizes
us, defines us or at least the self we see there, in the
photograph as outside discourse of the moment. It inscribes
that difference upon being. Furthermore that this difference is
indeed the difference between life and death: 'What do I do
when I pose for a photograph? I freeze hence, the mask
like, often deathly expressions of so many photographic
portraits ... I freeze, as if anticipating the still I am about to
become; mimicking its opacity, its stillness; inscribing,







Throughout the history of art and photography the ideal of femininity
has always been visually defined as a static pose, replicating denial of the
true self. When the woman poses in the image she replaces her self with a
non-living
"ideal."
In her way of dressing up and acting out a pose in front
of the camera Cindy Sherman literally performed the act of achieving the
generic
"feminine"
ideal; the object of the gaze. She is emulating what
she has learned growing up with the mass media. Cindy Sherman and her
images represent a woman's culturally encoded response to the pose: to
lose the self and become the image of femininity. She turns herself into an
anonymous female. She could be any woman. She "exploits the very
marketability of the pose, our desire to 'buy
in.'"
(Sayre, 65)
Eileen Cowin, like Cindy Sherman, is another artist who plays the
feminine role in front of the camera. She, too, draws inspiration from
films, particularly crime suspense films. In her "Family
Docu-Drama"
series she depicts not only herself but creates domestic scenes involving
her husband and relatives which resemble daytime soap serials. Her sets
are made to look like staged and sterile environments which helps the
viewer focus on the relationships between the characters. She directs our
attention to her view of women's role in the family: "[Women] appear
pivotal in family life, but also as seesaws ridden by their children, their




Bruce Charlesworth reveals his frustration over how the male role
is represented in our culture. In his photographic series
"Trouble"
he plays
the protagonist, "a nameless, good-hearted, middle-American fall guy
continually victimized by natural disasters, the irrationalities of an
authoritarian state, or the misunderstandings of ordinary
relationships."
(Hoy, 84) Drawing inspiration from crime and disaster films, especially
the films of Orson Welles and Alfred Hitchcock, he created narrative
tableaux scenes. The sets look simplistic and intentionally fake which add
to the humor. Yet his diverse lighting is refined and evokes a dreamlike
quality, reminiscent of older films. "Charlesworth blends the genre of
self-portraiture and cinema
parody."
(Hoy, 84) Unlike the passive "Film
Still"
poses of Cindy Sherman, his poses and gestures are very action
oriented and evoke a reactive emotion in his character. In one scene he is
falling out of a window. In another he is caught in a moat swimming away
from prison. He wants viewer to supply the narrative and motives of each
scene.
Arthur Tress is another photographer who creates narrative tableaux
yet he accompanies each with a written text. The "Teapot
Opera"
is a
series of staged photographs containing playfully arranged collectibles to
illustrate a mythological journey as a three part opera. "[His] libretto is
an account of how an artist
creates."
(Tress, 93) The images are created in
a sequence and follow a progression of events within the myth. Unlike the
sets of Bruce Charlesworth's
"Trouble"
series, Tress's sets are table-top
size yet very complex. Every ordinary ceramic figurine, antique toy and
backdrop is transformed into a meaningful character or visual metephor.
Together the objects make a narrative scene.
The photographs of Laurie Simmons and Ellen Brooks are table-top
setups commenting on feminine identity as revealed in mass-produced
female dolls and toys. They are also interested in the way the mass media
portrays femininity. For her booklet "In and Around the
House,"
Laurie
Simmons used doll house furniture sets and dolls from the 1950's to
reveal the stifling environment of the
housewife. Ellen Brooks used






images I wanted to create my own
style of staged photograph. I experimented with a full range of
materials, lighting techniques and props. To explore the concept of
femininity I started out with self-portraiture by experimenting with
various female personas and a variety of photographic styles. Although
some aspects of it interested me I felt the need to modify my techniques
to attain more control over my visual style. I wanted to incorporate a
collage of images. Inspired by Arthur Tress's book, I then turned to still
life. I created a book called "Nuptialitis: The Disease of the
Wedding."
This work touched on the feminine identity in terms of the way the
"bride"
is a culturally created commodity. The bride is the ultimate queen of
femininity for a day.
"Nuptialitis"
is a series of narrative images illustrating some of the
rules found in wedding etiquette books and Bride magazine. In the form of
a wedding album I satirized the absurd conventions of the modern day
wedding, poking fun at our consumer society which supports the
multi-
billion dollar industry. The book comments on the growth of the industry
and newly created traditions that conspire to sell more products. I
created dollhouse-like scenes using wedding cake figurines of the bride
and groom. For example, in "The
Recessional"
I used the traditional 20th
century wedding gift, a chrome toaster, as the dominant backdrop for the
bride and groom. They are placed in front of the toaster while facing their
own reflections. Burnt toast is coming out of the toaster, perhaps a
comment on what is to come. In almost every image, mirrors or reflective
surfaces are available for the bride to check and survey her image.
The visual quality of my work was very important to me. Although I
treated them as table top still-lifes, I wanted my photographs to have a
13
magical, surreal and somewhat abstracted quality. I used reflective
objects, glass, mirrors, chrome appliances, and cropped and placed them
at certain angles so they would be familiar yet not easily identifiable.
I experimented with colored gels to render a painterly effect, conveying a
dreamlike quality or a sense of fantasy.
This method of lighting and combining objects and reflections helped
establish a solid visual vocabulary. I used the techniques from
"Nuptialitis"
and combined them with my previous work of
self-
portraiture to create my next series of photographs "Dreams of Desire and
Demise."
I replaced the bride and groom dolls with self-portraits, photos
printed at an appropriate scale to the other figurative objects, and cut
them out like paper dolls. The bridal book influenced this body of work the
most. Although I studied Audrey Flack and Cindy Sherman in art history
courses, these women were not direct influences in the development of my
ideas for "Dreams of Desire and
Demise."
Only after the series was
completed did I notice some common thematic elements with Audry
Flack's work. The artists who were most influential were Bruce
Charlesworth, Arthur Tress and Eileen Cowin, perhaps because I saw their
original photographs in person during the first stage of my thesis work.
Technically, I made improvements on the photography and lighting. I
gained more control of lighting and found new ways to light 2-dimensional
photographs making them appear 3-dimentional next to the objects and
figurines. One specific facet of femininity as depicted by the mass media
was the foundation and starting point for each still life scene. I chose a
group of objects that related to
each theme. For the cutout figure, I
envisioned a costume and pose that related to the setup. The objects are
used to surround and entrap the cutout figure. I photographed myself for
each scene, in a pose and costume which represented a
woman in a panic
14
stricken or delusional state. The act of cutting out the self-portrait
figure made it seem different than myself, transforming it into a 6-inch
paper doll. The cutout was reduced to the size of the other objects,
figurines and cosmetics that surrounded her. I used a flashlight for spot
lighting effects and colored gels to give an atmospheric quality similar to
films and stage sets when the intention was to evoke a dream or fantasy.
I carefully arranged the objects around the figure to take advantage of the
distortions of the wide angle lens, creating a closed-in effect. Each scene
represents a desire and/or entrapment of culturally prescribed femininity:




is a response to lipstick and cosmetic
advertisements in the women's magazines. I noticed that most of the
aggressive advertising in women's magazines are from cosmetic
companies. The lipstick are so small yet the advertisements exaggerate
their size and importance in a woman's life. Most of the photographs in
lipstick ads were close-ups filling the page. Most of them are two page
spreads and can be found on the inside first two pages of a magazine. The
copy emphasized color lasting long and true and the right color and shade
for every woman. I tried to imagine the average
number of lipsticks a
woman has bought in her lifetime and I envisioned a scene of a bottomless
cosmetic case filled with lipsticks.
Lipstick symbolizes a type of consumable feminine sexuality, yet it
only exists as a mask on the
surface. "Lipstick [is] the modern expression
of the feminine
soul."
(Brownmiller, 164) In "Lipstick
Love"
I used the
mirrors to symbolize feminine vanity and convey a spatial sense of
confusion. In one of the mirrors the bride groom doll, echoing the shape of
lipstick, symbolizes the cultural fantasy of the ultimate feminine
1 5
achievement of attracting a man or a groom-to-be with the aid of lipstick.
Audrey Flack's vanitas still life paintings are similar to "My Lipstick
Love"
in terms of the color palette and subject matter. She too used the
lipstick and other modern symbols of femininity. Through the use of
carefully placed red and blue colored lights, I optimize a painterly effect
with the saturated colors. Her paintings differ from mine in other ways.
Her images are void of any figures, only the visual clues of a person are
revealed. I use the still life as a stage set emulating or portraying a film
clip of an action scene. The figure is falling into the cosmetic case filled
with red lipsticks pointing up to her like daggers. The very objects that
the female uses to attract desire become her enemy of entrapment.





is the high heel shoe. Throughout history the foot
has always been focus in the pursuit of the ideal feminine body. In "Killer
Heels"
I wanted to emphasize the painful effect of the
"sexy"
high heels
rendering the female physically vulnerable. I was influenced and inspired
by the movies of the 1940's and 50's when every star wore the high heeled
shoe as part of her role. I envisioned a dark scene of a women in high
heels being chased down a hallway or street, running through obstacles of
larger-than life stilettos.
"A feminine shoe imposes a new problem of grace and self-
consciousness on what would otherwise be a simple act of locomotion and
in this artful handicap lies its subjugation and supposed
charm."
(Brownmiller, 186) I pose myself running away from the pain of high
heels but I don't escape them because I am caught in the trap of the
feminine role. I am unable to take them off because "Sensible shoes
betray a lack of concern for the esthetic and sexual feelings of men, or a








the woman running caught in between her imposed feminine self and her
real self. Although she knows the high heels are not an expression of her
true self she feels pressured to keep up with society's standards while
sacrificing or placing second her own natural self. She marginalizes her
real self in an attempt to be accepted and receive attention or recognition.
"The Perfect
Love"
also represents attention and recognition as the
goal for the woman. The figure is trapped under her heart shaped jelly
mold. The heart has been
,
as Gloria Steinham observed, "... a sex
distinctive symbol of feminine vulnerability in the marketing of fashion.
Heart-shaped rings, and heart-shaped gold pendants and heart-shaped
frames on red plastic sunglasses announce an addiction to love that is




love as I have portrayed in "The Perfect
Love"
reveals its addictive and self-depriving devotion to a man and the
way that cultural standards ". . ordains that women should bear the chief
emotional burden of caring for human
life."
(Brownmiller, 218) Since she
is less encouraged to get involved with activities and pursuits outside her
feminine goals "a woman must place much of her hope, her dreams , her






is directly related to this theme of woman
finding the right man in order to make her a complete
woman. Again, for
inspiration, I turned to the films of the 1940's and 50's and also to two
more recent movies such as
"Barfly"
and "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar."
I
comment on the gender distinctions prescribed by Hollywood, and
particularly the feminine glamour films portray
through smoking and
drinking. Many of the scenes in movies show the poses and gestures of
The Perfect Love
Looking For Mr. Love
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drinking and smoking as a vehicle for expressing femininity and
masculinity. Here again, I used lipstick as a symbol of femininity.
"Lipstick on a cigarette butt [is] the sign of a dangerous and sophisticated
woman."
(Brownmiller, 164) Alcohol is well known for temporarily
relieving inhibitions in front of the opposite sex making it easier to find
"Mr.
Love."
I included pictures of Lana Turner and Clark Gable curled next
to a mirror to represent the dual lives actresses lived. Like many
actresses of her time, while she was a feminine idol to many, she became
an alcoholic partially due to the pressures placed on actresses restricted
to the role of living up to feminine ideal of Hollywood.
"Greetings from La La
Land"
also reveals these pressures and
addictions as a result of the Hollywood culture. I used a picture postcard
image of a smalltown street scene as the stage backdrop. The woman is
fleeing from the drugs dropping down from heaven as she runs toward the
crowd of spectaters. My concept for this piece came from the tabloids and
newspapers recording every aspect of an actress's personal life, surveying
her every move if she falls out of her perfect image. So often I've read
about the drug addictions of actresses and actors in the tabloids. The
feminine celebrity is running closer to the entertained crowd who
represent the scutinizing and curious readers wanting more details about
her private failures.
The famous quotation "You're never too rich or too
thin"
inspired the
creation of two images. For the image "You're Never Too
Rich"
I studied
the articles, advertisements and pictures from the society sections of the
New York Times and Town & Country magazines. Most of the
advertisements were about luxury cars or jewelry. For the character
cutout I emulated the photographs of the socialites attending the charity
balls wearing black designer gowns complementing
their silver-blonde
Greetings From La La Land
You're Never Too Rich
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hair and dazzling jewelry. Jewelry adorns and decorates the body making
the woman an ornament to be looked at. I placed the figure in a diamond
ring which came directly from a close-up photograph in one of the jewelry
ads. The ring is worn like a lifesaver and symbolizes the marriage to a
man of great financial success. I was also inspired by the movie comedy
"Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,"
especially the scene where Marilyn Monroe
sings "Diamonds are a Girl's Best
Friend."
Her character's main goal is to
attract men using her feminine guises so she could get more diamonds.
The stage set is predominantly pink and she is surrounded by several men
in tuxedos holding up diamond offerings to her. This movie represents the
ultimate feminine fantasy while trivializing and making a joke out of the
stereotypical woman and ways she achieves her goals and success through
the manipulation of men.
"My Lucky
Stars"
represents another feminine fantasy to emulate
the star actress in Hollywood. This was inspired by the roles women
played in movies and the way Hollywood celebrates the star for her
feminine qualities. She is rewarded not for her talent but, through the use
of make-up and costume, how well she portrays the
feminine illusion in
front of the audience. Glamour is the most important aspect of her career
which, in turn, supports the cosmetic and fashion industry. She is free
advertising for the billion-dollar cosmetic
and fashion industry. Since the





applied to women became synonymous with the razzle-dazzle of cosmetic
glaze as much as with a curvaceous figure, high heels, and revealing
clothes. . . .the whole image of glamour created an unprecedented demand
for cosmetics, and the demand was from







was inspired by the dieting and weight loss
messages from all the women's magazines and television commercials.
The figure is frozen in a classic swimsuit pose, backed into a refrigerator
by encroaching knives and forks which are reflecting a distorted image of
her body. Including a childhood snapshot of myself and my first Barbie
doll, I show the unrealistic Barbie figure we've grown accustomed to
accepting as
"normal."
And I reveal the female adult's obsession with
achieving the perfect
"Barbie"
figure to the point of self-destruction. "In
a characteristically feminine way, ambition in women frequently
expresses itself in meaningless or destructive exaggerations of the
cultural ideal: the smallest foot, the narrowest waist, the biggest breast,
etc."
(50, Brownmiller) The Barbie and the endless messages of dieting
and thinness represent this destructive exaggeration of the cultural ideal.
They also encourage comparing one's body with the bodies of other women.
"Dieting is the chief form of competition among women today, at least
among upwardly mobile women who strive to perfect the feminine illusion
as they strive in other ways to achieve
success."
(Brownmiller, 50)
"For a More Beautiful
You"
parodies the recently popularized woman's
exercise obsession and the commercial industry's primary concern with
selling the achievement of a shapely and feminine figure and its secondary
concern for fitness and health. I was inspired by the vast number of
health clubs equipped with the latest technology in exercise machines
dedicated to flattening the stomach and slimming the legs and thighs. I
was also motivated by the women's magazines featuring monthly articles
on new techniques to achieve the perfect body. I was also inspired by the
imagery of exercise
"infomercials"
and the vast number of video tapes
instructing exercise routines and helpful hints for an ideal figure.
You're Never Too Thin
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Although my work has many similarities to the artists images I have
discussed in the previous section, there are some ways in which my
images differ as well. While Cindy Sherman's "Film
Stills,"
appear not to
reveal her personal identity, I use personal snapshots to refer to my own
enculturation into the conventions of femininity. Sherman's female
personas are expressionless, even though she uses feminine body gestures
and poses. She conveyed the image of a mannequin. I wanted my figures to
be more action oriented, as in Bruce Charlesworth's
"Trouble"
series. My
cutout figures are in an active pose as if they are reacting to the
surrounding environment.
"Dreams of Desire and
Demise,"
represents a tremendous turning
point in my art in terms of learning new techniques and polishing my
visual expression. However, after completing any body of work I feel the
urge to create something entirely new due to my self-critical eye and the
need to always improve. I felt that perhaps these images have been
overworked to the point of being forced and too obvious. The presentation
of this series also disappointed me. I felt the photographs should have
been much larger, using a larger format camera, for a more powerful
visual impact. Nonetheless, after exhibiting the series in a variety of
juried shows and receiving an artist's grant to continue my art, I received
positive feedback which I could not give to myself. It was very gratifying
to know I had an audience that actually responded and related to my
images.
I have always been interested in expressing a social and
psychological commentary on our culture and its traditions, focusing on
women's issues. I've represented these ideas in earlier work,
"Nupialitis"
and continued to do so in my thesis work "Dreams of Desire and
Demise."
I
plan to continue a similar theme with my future work using fairy tales
21
and myths as a source of inspiration. I intend to link modern day images
to illustrate and interpret traditional fairy tales and myths of the past.
My personal exploration of the feminine role in society and culture will
continue to be the main focus of my art.
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